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Georgie Lawlor 

I’m a proud master Instructor of Patrick Mckeown’s Oxygen

Advantage method and sports performance coach

specialising in public speaking and female physiology. 

I use the tools learnt through my former acting training and

career to coach high flyers in the corporate world to show up

with unshakable core confidence. My particular fascination

is with the menstrual cycle. I’ve heped a number of women

gain a deeper relationship with their own bodies by seizing

the power of their hormones. Whether it’s igniting your

inner fire with the intuitive fitness programme or unlocking

effortless presence through breath, I’ve got your back 100%.

 

HI, I'M GEORGIE 

https://oxygenadvantage.com/


You wouldn't buy a train ticket without knowing your starting

destination right? Self-improvement is no different. Here, we

take a deep dive into how to become more aware of your

habitual patterns, behaviours and responses. We'll also go

through how to do a daily check in, check your CO2 tolerance

and WHY conscious awareness is the key to optimal health

and performance.  

SESSION ONE

AWARENESS 

SESSION TWO  

PRESENCE UNDER PRESSURE

SESSION THREE 

FIND YOUR FLOW

SESSION FOUR 

Did you know the yearly financial cost of stress in the workplace has

been revealed by recent research as £700 million a year? 

In this session, we learn simple, easily integrateable techniques to build

levels of resilience and presence. Allowing you to respond, rather than

react and bounce back from stressful situations quickly.  

The key to hyper-productivity and ultra focus, is an understanding of

how to access the flow state.We'll explore this here, utilising simple

techniques to have the maxiumum effect.  We'll also discuss how to beat

procrastination and regain focus when it slips.  

This session is all about boosting self esteem.

Whether you need a boost to give a big presentation

at work or would just like to walk a little taller in

your day to day. This workshop will get you feeling

lik you can concor the world! 

CONFIDENCE HACKS 



In my experience, I've found each company I work with to be

individual in thier company culture, group dynamics and the

individual needs of whoever is in the session. So, i like to leave

the focus for sessions five and six open for a more tailored

approach to the needs of the specific group. Some groups like

to dive deeper into a theme we've already explored where as

others request specific workshops on sleep, how to build new 

 habits or even sports performance! 

 

The copy and paste method has simply never worked for me.

My philosophy to holding space for self-improvement of

others is deeply rooted in an individualised approach. 

 

SESSIONS F IVE AND SIX

IT DEPENDS ON YOU!



BREATHE WITH GEORGIE  

INVESTMENT  

20 PEOPLE -  X6 ONE HOUR
SESSIONS - £950

 

40 PEOPLE -  X6 ONE HOUR
SESSIONS - £1100

 

50 PEOPLE PLUS - X6 ONE
HOUR SESSIONS - £1200



IF  YOU FEEL MY APPROACH IS AL IGNED
WITH YOUR COMPANY'S VALUES,  I 'D LOVE
TO DIVE INTO A DEEPER CONVERSATION
ABOUT NURTURING WELL-BEING IN YOUR

WORKPLACE.    

BREATHE WITH GEORGIE

If you have any questions, feel free to email me on

breathewithgeorgie@gmail.com 

READY TO DIVE DEEPER?  


